Abstract-For security purposes, it is prerequisite to track multiple targets efficiently. Most of the current implementation uses Kalman filter and color information independently. The proposed method combines extended Kalman filter and color information for tracking multiple objects under high occlusion. For tracking, the first thing done is the object detection. The background model used to segment foreground from background is spatio-temporal Gaussian mixture model (STGMM). Tracking consists of two steps: independent object tracking and occluded object tracking. For independent object tracking we exploit extended Kalman filter, whereas for occluded object tracking, color information attribute is used. The system was tested in real world application and successful results were obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tracking plays a vital role in the field of computer vision to interpret the behavior of people. Tracking people is used for many important applications like surveillance, intelligent control, automotive safety and virtual reality. These applications could only perform well if the detection of the people is quite precise. In order to track objects we need to extract objects first. Background subtraction is commonly used for detecting moving objects especially when background has not much changed. The most important issue in background subtraction is maintaining background. Detection of people in a scene is very hard task if two basic performance devaluating factors are present there: (a) illumination change, and (b) partial occlusion of interested objects by other objects.
Many background models have been proposed by researchers. Among them are running Gaussian average [1] , Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [2] , kernel density estimation [3] , and eigenbackground [4] . An admirable review of these techniques is presented in [5] , [6] . Difficulty of temporal models arises when there is a uniform motion in background such as camera jittering or non-uniform motion such as swaying tree branches, water rippling, and flag fluttering. To remedy, new background models were proposed that consider temporal behavior as well as spatial relations, so called spatio-temporal background models. In this work we use spatio-temporal Gaussian mixture model (STGMM) proposed by Soh et al. [7] .
In this paper, we present a comprehensive approach in resolving these kinds of problems. We divide our work in four important aspects. Firstly, we applied STGMM for object detection. Our proposed STGMM minimizes the noise in object detection and also excludes the shadow of the object. Secondly, we applied the extended Kalman Filter to predict the state of the object in the next frame, which enhances the object tracking and deals with the objects not being detected by STGMM in one or more frames. Thirdly, we used color information to track objects under high occlusion. The color attribute precisely helps to track the objects separated after being merged in STGMM. Lastly, we extracted the attributes of the objects i.e., its track, color and time of appearing and disappearing the scene. We stored this information in separate files for each tracked object. These attributes can be later used for searching a specific object in a surveillance video i.e. a car or a human with a certain color and specific range of time.
II. RELATED WORKS
Different methods have been proposed for multi-target tracking. However, in this section we describe several well-known techniques reviewed in three different domains: 1) GMM; 2) Tracking object using Kalman filter; and 3) Color histogram-based matching.
A. GMM GMM proposed in [2] describe a background pixel using a mixture of K Gaussian distributions. So, it can deal with more complex background scenes, such as flapping flags and waving branches. The probability that the observed pixel is background is the weighted sum of the K Gaussian distributions. In order to avoid costly matrix computation, it is assumed that the R, G and B color channel have the same variance. Every time when a new pixel comes, it is checked with the already existing K distributions, until a match is found. If no match is found, then a new distribution is generated with the current pixel. After every updating process, the K distributions are reordered. So, the most likely background distribution is always at the top of the K distributions. Then the first X distributions are chosen which are above certain threshold, to represent the real background.
Zhen Tang and Zhenjiang Miao in [8] propose a new and fast background modeling method in comparison to [2] . It is assumed that each channel has its own variation. Secondly, to get faster adaption of the mean and variance values, the pdf is cut off from the learning rate. This proposed method computes three parameters less than [2] . Thus, performance is comparatively higher than the model proposed in [2] .
B. Tracking with Kalman Filters
Kalman filter recursively estimates the state of target object; hence in tracking it is a useful technique which predicts the states of the moving objects. A recursive solution for linear optimal filtering is proposed by R. E. Kalman [9] in 1960. Since then, an extensive research has been done in various domains such as in navigation systems. Thus, a wide range of literature is available on this subject. But, here we are limiting our review to Kalman filtering for multi-object tracking.
A broad exposure to Kalman filtering can be seen in [10] ; whereas, a comprehensive review on Kalman filter in visual tracking is bring forth in [11] . Nguyen et al. [12] applied Kalman filter in distributed tracking system for tracking multiple moving people in a room using multiple cameras. Whereas Chang et al. [13] use both Bayesian network and Kalman filtering to solve the correspondence problem between multiple objects. In [14] , a video surveillance system is proposed where detection, recognition and tracking of object is carried out. The performance of the approach is dependent on the proposed detection and recognition algorithms. Vector Kalman is proposed in [15] for tracking objects. In this paper, separate methods for occlusion and merge are applied to handle the confusing situations.
C. Color Histogram-Based Matching
Feature-based matching can help to solve the problems under confused situations; the objects are occluded and merged. The well describable features of an object are shape, color and temporal properties. Each feature has its contribution in distinguishing an object of a class from another but the color is the most useful feature which provides appropriate information to discriminate an object from another.
A common technique is color-based matching using RGB color histogram [16] . In this approach, color histogram technique is utilized to precisely match objects through indexing. This approach is extensively used for various tracking algorithms [17] , [18] . However, the robustness is affected under the illumination change.
Color-based tracking methods can also be used along other techniques. Liu et al. [19] propose a tracking algorithm which utilizes both color histogram and particle filtering. Likewise, Limin [20] uses color-based Kalman particle filter object tracking algorithm. In crowded environments, a hue-saturation histogram with a particle filter based probabilistic technique is implemented in [21] for tracking objects.
Jia et al. [22] propose a technique for number plate matching of vehicles. In this proposed approach, the Gaussian weights are used to develop the corresponding relationship between the distance of two histograms and their Gaussian relationship. However, the scope of this technique is limited to the selected application. Also, because of the computational complexity, it can't be applied for tracking high resolution images and scenes which might contain multiple objects.
Correlation-Weighted Histogram Intersection (CWHI) technique proposed in [23] exploits Kalman filter with proposed CWHI for tracking multiple moving objects in confusing states i.e., inter-object occlusion and separation. Each moving object is assigned an individual Kalman tracker which is assisted by proposed manager (i.e., managing algorithm) during the entire process.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method tracks multiple objects in a video applying extended Kalman filter and color information. As the color information is being used, the proposed method can even track efficiently under high occlusion. The proposed method consists of four steps. We are applying STGMM, extended Kalman filtering, extracting dominant color and storing the tracked information i.e., object class, object number, dominant color and time of entering and leaving the scene. Detailed description of these steps follows.
A. STGMM
In this step, we review the STGMM proposed by Soh et al. [7] . The notations used in [24] are followed. The density parameter set of 
where, sum of the Gaussian mixture 
Model update is performed by (4) through (7).
where, for weight at time t, the learning ratio is .
denote n neighbors of pixel X including itself. For 3x3 neighbors n = 9. Let trans(X) be the number of transitions in M previous classification results for pixel X. The transition count trans (X) is increased by one if there is a transition from background to foreground or from foreground to background. Thus the maximum of transitions i.e., trans(X) could be M-1. If the transition count is high, then the pixel under consideration is not of foreground. Such behavior can be seen due to swaying tree leaves and fluttering flags. So, such pixel will be called "UNSTABLE" and the pixels with low transition count will be called "STABLE".
Initial estimates
 k x and  k P Now we can describe the proposed STGMM algorithm as follows.
The STABILITY of each pixel could be determined using M/3 as a threshold. Thus if the transition count is greater than or equal to M/3, then the pixel is called "UNSTABLE" and otherwise "STABLE".
B. Extended Kalman Filtering
For tracking, we adopt to use and follow the notations used for EKF in [25] .
Extended Kalman Filter is preferred over linear Kalman filter when the state variables and measurements are no longer linear combination of state variables, inputs to the system and noise. For example, moving objects such as people or cars on the road are moving straight most of time, but people can stop or change the walking speed and car can make either right or left turn. In this case the linearity does not hold. So, extended Kalman filter is used to overcome such nonlinearity.
The key variables used in KF or EKF are state estimate In Fig. 2 Kalman gain and error covariance are obtained. In the update, Kalman gain is calculated using several parameters and state estimate is updated with measurement. In addition, error covariance is also updated. 
C. Extracting Dominant Color
When objects are occluded and shown as merged blobs in STGMM for several frames, they would be treated as new objects by the simple extended Kalman tracking algorithm. And extended Kalman filter will give them new tracking numbers. Hence, tracking of objects throughout the scene would not be possible with a single tracking number. The extended Kalman filter alone cannot overcome this problem. We need some other attributes which could help us in reassigning the object tracking number back after they separated from merged or occluded condition. There are some attributes that are maintained, termed as invariant attributes, and there are other attributes that are changed, termed as variant attributes.
Invariant attributes include object class and object color, whereas variant attributes include object size and object position. We use invariant attributes to track objects under high occlusion. When objects are tracked, we attempt to decide the kind of objects. Objects will be classified as vehicles, human, human group, and unidentified. Then color attribute is determined as follows:
The foreground extracted from STGMM is taken into consideration. The RGB values of each pixel are found out and categorized into n 3 classes, where n equals 4. For each blob the two most frequent colors are found and they are taken as invariant attribute of the object. Then the objects before merging are compared to the objects after the separation to reassign their objects numbers.
Beginning of Algorithm
For each image Apply STGMM using (1) The algorithm given above clearly shows the two most occurring colors of the objects are extracted and then used for comparing, after they separate to reassign them their tracking number correctly. This algorithm is called immediately after the merged objects separate. This helps us to distinguish between new appearing objects and the objects merged and separated the merged objects separate. This helps us to distinguish between new appearing objects and the objects merged and separated.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results are presented which shows the good tracking of moving objects under confusions. The results are presented in Fig. 3 . The left half of the figure is the proposed extended Kalman filter with color information and right half represents the STGMM of each frame. Fig. 3 (a) left half shows two objects with different colors are entering the scene in frame number 1094. Their STGMM is shown on right half of the Fig. 3(a) . They are given tracking number 6 and 7 and their dominant colors are stored as invariant attribute. In the 1123 frame these objects merged and shown as single blob in STGMM window. The Fig. 3(b) shows they are merged and our algorithm stores information of both these objects before merging and merged object numbers are shown in the output. When these objects separated in frame number 1156 in Fig. 3(c) , the object number 6 gets tracking number back based on its dominant color. And the object in the middle has new dominant color so it is updated with new tracking number 8. When this blob number 8 breaks in STGMM, it breaks into two blobs and hence they are numbered 7 and 8. So, using the dominant color information we successfully reassigned tracking numbers to the respective objects. This is shown in Fig. 3(d) in frame 1209 of the test video.
The presented work is based on our initial research analysis on multi-object tracking using linear Kalman filter. The previous technique was good for separated objects but for confusing situation it failed. So, we figured out that dominant color could be used for matching the class of the objects. 
V. DISCUSSION
Multi-target tracking is hard task when the objects are exhibiting confusing situation i.e., high occlusion. Color information based tracking helps to address this problem. The proposed method in paper not only tracks efficiently but also provides data files of the tracked objects for later review. This technique can be applied to crowded scenes where it is hard to track multiple objects and to find the desired object in couple of hours of surveillance videos seems impossible. Additionally, the proposed method can perform efficiently over poor background modeling.
The tracking is robust in terms of handling the conflicted situations due to occlusion but sensitive to detection technique. In future, we will also be investigating the behavior and event of the object associated to tracking. We would like to track multiple objects across the viewpoints using single dome camera based on Kalman prediction and color information.
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